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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4784-Wyot openly brought 
powerhouses from Mount Kapron to the Aeternus District. They did not need 
to be sneaky with it since the Aeternus District was weak. Therefore, 
cultivators in Aeternuston knew which powerhouses from Mount Kapron had 
appeared in their city. 

Soon, Wynona and Zula had returned with news. 

The group gathered in the spiritual mountains’s main hall. 

Wynona reported, “Wyot has brought many powerhouses from Mount Kapron. 
One of them is the junior of the Kapron District’s leader. His name is Daffron 
Badria. He’s at the Quasi Chaos Rank and is one of the best cultivators within 
Mount Kapron.” 

Zula continued, saying, “Apart from Daffron, three in the group are at the 
Caelum Boundless Rank, and ten are at the Caelum Acme Rank’s late stage “ 

James was relieved after hearing the report. In comparison, his party was 
slightly stronger. He had two comrades at the Quasi Chaos Rank. Meanwhile, 
there was Wynona, who was now at the Caelum Boundless Rank but was a 
former powerhouse that reached the Quasi Chaos Rank.” 

Wynton asked, “What’s next? Should we wipe out the Aeternus Sect right 
away?” 

James touched his chin and said thoughtfully, ‘We can’t just destroy them 
now. Wyot is aware of the nine sacred scrolls and is set on collecting them. If 
Saachi shows up now, he’ll side with the Aesternus Sect to obtain the sacred 
scroll.” 

Curious, Waleria asked, “Why does Wyot know about the sacred scrolls? 
Also, what’s your relationship with him? Why did you have such a big reaction 
after hearing his name?” 

Waleria looked at James, waiting for his answer. 

James looked at her awkwardly. It was hard for him to talk about these 
matters. He could not disclose they were from the Chaos District, nor could he 
possibly tell her that he fucked Wyot’s wife and impregnated her. 



“Ahem…” James coughed a few times. Then, he said, “It’s best to keep the 
sacred scrolls a secret amongst us. Don’t share it with anyone else. If other 
powerhouses learnt that obtaining the sacred scrolls allows one to cultivate 
mysterious powers, chaos would break out in the Endlos’ Nine Districts. I’ll tell 
you all the truth when the time comes.” 

James did not explain their relationship and quickly changed the subject. For 
the rest of their meeting, they discussed their following plans. 

Meanwhile, Wyot sat in a daze in a hall of a spiritual mountain in the Aeternus 
Sect. Suddenly, a middle-aged man walked into the hall. 

Wyot immediately stood up and greeted him, “Sir Daffron.” 

Daffron was 200 centimeters tall. He looked rather rowdy and savage. 
However, his friendly smile contradicted his appearance. 

He walked over and said, “You don’t have to be so restrained when it’s just 
us. By the way, I still haven’t fully comprehended the inscriptions you’ve 
taught me. I’ve grasped the basics of Kapron Power, but I feel that something 
is off whenever I use it.” 

Wyot had obtained an incomplete version of the Tenfold Realms 
Transcendent Sutra from Teresa. He was capable of reading the inscriptions 
within the sacred scrolls. However, he was not fully proficient in the Tenfold 
Realms Transcendent Sutra since he had an incomplete version. 

After he obtained the Kapros District’s sacred scroll, he simplified the 
incomplete version of the Tenfold Realms Transcendent Sutra and passed it 
on to Daffron to get him on board with his mission to collect the Aeternus 
District’s sacred scroll. 

Wyot said sincerely, “These sacred scrolls were left behind by a legendary 
powerhouse countless years ago and are very mysterious. It won’t be easy to 
fully comprehend the inscriptions. Perhaps we must collect the nine sacred 
scrolls. After we obtain the Aeternus Mantra, I’ll immediately let you read it.” 

Wyot started to bluff Daffron. 

“It’s a blessing for Mount Kapron to have a prodigy like you with us.” 



Daffron praised him, then asked, “By the way, did your teacher pass on these 
inscriptions to you?” 

Wyot replied smilingly, “Of course. Where else would I have 

learned such inscriptions? He has studied the Kapron District’s sacred scroll 
for years and completely mastered it. However, he has warned me not to pass 
it on to anyone else. You must keep this a secret, or else I’m screwed.” 

Daffron patted Wyot’s shoulder and said, “Don’t worry. It’s only between us.” 
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gathered on a spiritual mountain within Aeternuston. After a brief discussion, 
they decided to break into the Aeternus Sect and destroy them. If Wyot stood 
in their way, they would fight. They were certain Wyot would retreat after 
realizing the disparity in strength between their parties. 

However, Saachi could not show her actual appearance during battle. Instead, 
they planned to let her reveal her identity at the end of the battle and 
personally kill Devin to avenge her family. Meanwhile, the rest of the group 
would use their real appearances. 

James’ party arrived outside the Aeternus Sect’s mountain gate. Standing in 
the lead was James, followed by Waleria, Zula, Wynona, and Wynton. 

Saachi stood at the end, her face covered with a veil. As soon as they arrived 
outside the Aeternus Sect, a murderous aura emerged from her body. She 
looked toward the mountain gate, and her body trembled. She had been 
waiting for this day for so long. 

Back then, she forcefully moved an entire universe so her family and loyal 
guards could survive. However, everyone she had saved ended up dead. She 
had already lost hope of taking revenge, yet she was finally back at the 
Aeternus Sect. 

‘Who’s there?” A rumbling voice resounded. 

Hundreds of Aeternus Sect’s disciples walked out of the mountain gate. They 
stopped in front of James’ part, wielding their long swords. 

Before James could speak, Saachi stepped forward and stood opposite the 
hundreds of disciples. 



“I’m the one that will take your lives,” Saachi said coldly. 

She summoned a dazzling longsword and took a step forward. A shadowy 
clone emerged and circled the hundreds of disciples. The next moment, the 
clone merged back into Saachi’s body. 

The group of disciples toppled to the ground in a pool of blood. 

The Aeternus Sect was the most potent force in the Aeternus Sect and was 
acknowledged as the ruler of the Aeternus District. The disciples within the 
sect were exceptionally strong. Yet, they could not withstand even one attack 
from Saachi, a powerhouse at the Caelum Boundless Rank. 

Swoosh! 

Substantial Sword Energy emerged from Saachi’s sword and shot out toward 
the formation that protected the Aeternus Sect. 

Rumble!!! 

The formation fluttered, and a few spiritual mountains began to shake. 
Immediately afterward, a few of the mountains collapsed. 

The massive incident immediately aroused the attention of those within 
Aeternuston. 

‘W-What’s going on?!!” 

‘Who is bold enough to attack the Aeternus Sect’s formation?” 

Everyone within Aeternuston stared at the Aeternus Sect. They released their 
Zen and observed the situation outside the Aeternus Sect’s mountain gate. 
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Sect’s formation immediately attracted a lot of attention. 

The powerhouses within Aeternuston were shocked and wondered who would 
be so bold to attack the Aeternus Sect, the most potent force of the Aeternus 
District. 

“You must have a death wish.” A furious voice came from inside the Aeternus 
Sect. 



Immediately afterward, a spectral figure emitting a terrifying aura rushed out. 

Saachi swiftly unleashed a potent Sword Energy and attacked him. 

The clone that had appeared belonged to an elder of the Aeternus Sect. He 
was a powerhouse at the late stage of the Caelum Acme Rank. With his 
strength, a clone of his stood no chance against Saachi and was shattered 
instantly. 

“Chaos is about to break loose in the Arternus Sect!” 

“Run!!!” 

‘This universe will be destroyed if an intense battle breaks out!” 

After seeing Saachi take action, a few of the powerhouses in Aeternuston 
immediately evacuated and left the universe. After entering the Endlos Void, 
they continued watching the events happening in the Aeternus Universe. 

Meanwhile, the elder that had sent out a clone of his spat out a mouthful of 
blood. 

Wyot and a few of Mount Kapron’s powerhouses gathered on another spiritual 
mountain. 

An elder asked, “Sir Wyot, a group of powerhouses have shown up outside 
the Aeternus Sect and are causing quite a scene. Do we step in?” 

Wyot waved his hand and said, “There’s no rush. Let’s observe for now. Our 
main priority is the Aeternus Mantra. The Aeternus Sect’s survival has nothing 
to do with us.” 

However, Wyot’s expression lit up after he spotted James and Wynton while 
checking on the situation outside the mountain gate. 

“It’s you? I’ve been looking for you for a very long time, James. You’ve finally 
shown up.” 

After a brief moment of excitement, Wyot’s face darkened. 

Wyot had challenged James before but was defeated. He was severely 
injured after the battle and had to enter seclusion to recuperate. By the time 
he had fully recovered, James had already disappeared. 



He searched everywhere within the Chaos District but found no traces of 
James. Back then, he wanted to launch an attack on the Human Universe. 
However, a powerhouse appeared and stopped him. 

Teresa never disclosed to him that James had left for the Endlos’ Nine 
District. Thus, he was not aware of it. 

“Don’t act rashly. Let’s watch what James is trying to do.” Wyot’s grim 
expression relaxed, and a scheming smile appeared on his face. “Let the fun 
begin. I’m going to enjoy this, James.” 

Daffron was slightly surprised. He frowned and said, “James from the Verde 
Academy’s Tempris House? Why would he come to the Aeternus Sect?” 

‘The Verde Academy’s Tempris House?” Wyot was slightly startled. 

Daffron explained, “Yeah. The man outside the mountain gate is James 
Caden, the Head of Tempris. He is accompanied by a powerhouse called 
Waleria. She’s the Theos Sect’s Grand Sect Elder and Tempris House’s 
Elder. She’s at the Quasi Chaos Rank. There’s another woman called Zula. 
She’s also at the Quasi Chaos Rank.” 

After learning about Waleria and Zula’s cultivation ranks, Wyot’s expression 
became solemn. 

“Bastard.” Wyot clenched his fists. 

As Mount Kapron’s Lord, Wyot thought he could toy with James easily. Little 
did he know that James was accompanied by terrifying powerhouses. 

Two powerhouses at the Quasi Chaos Rank would be a difficult problem. 
Even Daffron would not be able to take them on. Unless his teacher, the 
Kapron District’s Leader, took action, capturing James would be incredibly 
tough. 

After a brief thought, Wyot said, “We shouldn’t recklessly get involved. Let’s 
withdraw from the Aeternus Sect. Head to the Endlos Void and observe them 
for now.” 

Following Wyot’s order, the powerhouses evacuated and entered the Endlos 
Void. 



Meanwhile, the Aeternus Sect’s leader, Devin, was cultivating in a forbidden 
area behind their main mountain. After sensing their formation being attacked, 
he was furious. 

“What’s going on? Everyone is coming to target us. Do they think the 
Aeternus Sect is an easy target?” 

Devin and the powerhouses of the Aeternus Sect immediately gathered in 
their main hall. 

“Sir Devin.” 

As soon as Devin entered the main hall, everyone greeted him. 
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forward, clasped his hands, and reported, “A group of powerhouses has 
shown up outside our mountain gate, and one of them has attacked our 
formation.” 

“Hmph.” Devin snorted. 

He immediately disappeared from the main hall and teleported outside the 
mountain gate. Upon arrival, he noticed James’ party and the incredibly 
hostile Saachi. 

The Verde District was relatively far from the Aeternus District. Devin hardly 
paid attention to the outside world’s affairs. Even when the Verde Academy 
invited him to their succession ceremony for their new Head of Tempris, he 
ignored it. Therefore, he was unaware of who James was. 

However, he recognized Waleria from the Theos Sect. He immediately 
frowned upon seeing her. 

“The Theos Sect’s Grand Sect Elder?” Devin clenched his fists and said 
coldly, ‘The Aeternus Sect has no feud with the Theos Sect, so what is the 
meaning of this?” 

Waleria waved her hand and said nonchalantly, “I’m just here to watch, not to 
fight.” 

She could sense Mount Kapron’s powerhouses had left the universe. Waleria 
was not afraid to be contaminated with karma for a friend’s sake. Although 



she wanted to fight, it was a matter for Saachi to resolve herself. Therefore, 
she chose not to interfere. 

Waleria pulled Zula aside and said, “We should leave this matter to James 
and Saachi.” 

After speaking, she cast a glance at Wynton, but he hesitated. 

Waleria reassured him, ‘There’s nothing to worry about. 

James and Saachi are strong enough to wipe out the Aeternus Sect.” 

“Alright.” Wynton nodded. 

Then, they left the scene. Even James’ loyal follower, Wynona, withdrew from 
the battlefield. 

They appeared outside the universe and watched from the Endlos Void. 

James cursed, “What the fuck? That wasn’t the plan we agreed on. How could 
they just leave?” 

Despite his dissatisfaction, James knew he could not back down anymore. 

An elder whispered, “Sir Devin, that’s the current Head of Tempris, James 
Caden.” 

“Isn’t Wael the Head of Tempris? When did this brat become the head?” 
Devin was confused. 

He glared at James and Saachi. 

“Young lady, James. I’ve no grudges with you, so why have you attacked us? 
If you don’t give me a proper explanation, I’m not letting you leave here alive.” 

“Pfft,” Saachi sneered and taunted, “How are you sure you’ll be walking away 
alive?” 

“Who the hell are you?” Devin glared at Saachi. 

Saachi slowly removed the black veil covering her face, then morphed back 
into her actual appearance. 



“Saachi?” Devin was slightly startled after seeing Saachi. He burst out 
laughing, “Haha! I’ve been searching high and low for you. I wasn’t expecting 
you to show up.” He raised his head, looked to the Endlos Void, and shouted, 
“Sir Wyot, the Aeternus Mantra is in her hands.” 

Devin’s voice reached the Endlos Void. 

Wyot was ecstatic at the news. However, Waleria, Zula, Wynton, and Wynona 
suddenly appeared around him. 

Waleria glanced at the eager Wyot and said calmly, “You better not act rashly. 
If you insist, you should consider whether Mount Kapron’s powerhouses can 
defeat two powerhouses at the Quasi Chaos Rank and another two at the 
Caelum Boundless Rank.” 
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secret and was determined to obtain it. However, he was slightly hesitant after 
Waleria had intervened. Even though he brought a few powerhouses from 
Mount Kapron, Daffron was the only one at the Quasi Chaos Rank. 

After a brief hesitation, he decided not to act recklessly. Ultimately, he decided 
to watch from a distance to find out what trump cards were up James’ 
sleeves. 

Devin’s voice resounded throughout the Aeternus Sect and reached the 
Endlos’ Voice. 

However, Wyot showed no intention of taking action. Devin was stunned and 
thought, ‘Is Wyot afraid of the Verde Academy?’ 

Saachi glared at Devin. “My father had treated you with the utmost kindness 
and even made you the deputy district leader, yet your ambitions were not 
satisfied. You attacked my father and destroyed our family. It’s a blood feud 
that will end with your life.” 

Devin sneered, “Without Tempris House, you’re nothing, Saachi. I can kill you 
instantly.” 

Standing aside, James said, “Why waste time talking to him? Let’s just kill him 
and destroy the Aeternus Sect. 



James wanted to take over the Aeternus Sect’s territory and establish a new 
sect. Therefore, he was greatly interested in 

Saachi’s affairs. 

Saachi looked at him and said, “It’s my business, James. I don’t want you to 
get involved. I’ll handle him alone.” 

“You?” James was slightly startled. 

Although Saachi was at the Caelum Boundless Rank, Devin was a 
powerhouse at the Quasi Chaos Rank. Moreover, he had stayed in the Quasi 
Chaos Rank for a long time. Even Wynona’s previous strength would not 
stand a chance against him. 

James was worried that Saachi would not be able to stand against Devin. 

“I can do it,” Saachi said resolutely. 

Regardless of what price she had to pay, she wanted to kill Devin herself. 

Seeing that she was confident, James said, “Alright. Then, I’ll leave him to 
you.” 

Saachi scanned the surroundings and could not bear to see the universe 
destroyed. 

“Let’s take this to the Endlos Void, Devin. If you defeat or kill me, this feud is 
over. The powerhouses of the Tempris House will also let this matter go.” 

Saachi’s voice resounded loudly and contained overwhelming anger. 

James’ brows furrowed slightly. Things were developing differently from their 
plan. He would not have bothered even formulating a plan if he had known 
earlier. 

Devin looked at Saachi. He felt confident after sensing that Saachi was in the 
Caelum Boundless Rank. “Do you think I’m afraid?” 

He immediately accepted the challenge. 

Saachi’s body flickered into the Endlos Void. 



Devin followed closely behind. 

James casually waved his hands, and a terrifying formation enveloped the 
entire Aeternus Sect, trapping all their disciples. Even powerful elders could 
not escape James’ formation. 

He set up the formation so Saachi could wipe them out after dealing with 
Devin. Immediately afterward, he entered the Endlos Void and reunited with 
his other comrades. 

As soon as James appeared, Wyot approached and glared at him furiously. 
His hatred toward James was no weaker than Saachi’s hatred toward Devin. 

“We meet again, Wyot,” James greeted with a smile. 

Even though they were enemies, Wyot felt more familiar to him than the living 
beings from the Endlos’ Nine Districts. 
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“Hand it over.” 

“What are you talking about?” James was confused. 

Wyot said solemnly, “I can sense the Chaos Sword on you. It belongs to the 
Dooms. You’ve no right to possess it.” 

“Haha!” James laughed and said, “You’re hilarious, Wyot. What do you mean 
it belongs to the Dooms? It’s in my possession, so it’s mine. If you want it, 
you’ll have to defeat me in battle.” 

Waleria was slightly stunned by their conversation. She fell into thought, and a 
few bold suspicions appeared in her mind. 

Suddenly, a potent aura erupted in the distant Endlos Void. 

Wyot looked at James thoughtfully but did not continue the topic. He decided 
to wait for the battle to end before settling his grudges with James. Afterward, 
he turned his focus to the battlefield. 

Saachi’s dress fluttered, and her hair danced with the wind. A powerful aura 
emerged from her body, and her demeanor was of a mighty war goddess. 



Devin stood in the distance and looked at Saachi disdainfully. “You’re only at 
the Caelum Boundless Rank, Saachi. Are you so eager to die? If you were to 
have reached the Quasi Chaos Rank, I would be wary of fighting you.” 

His voice resounded throughout the area. 

A sword materialized in his hand, and his aura immediately skyrocketed. 

He appeared in front of Saachi in a flash and slashed his sword at her head. 

A few inscriptions emerged before Saachi’s body and formed a protective 
barrier to block the attack. 

Devin could not destroy the barrier despite being at the Quasi Chaos Rank. 

“Dobro Inscriptions.” 

James immediately caught on. He had also cultivated the Dobro Eyes, but his 
focus was not on improving it. Thus, he was not proficient in it. 

Saachi, on the other hand, had been wholeheartedly studying and enhancing 
her Dobro Eyes. 

James began looking forward to seeing the Dobro Eyes’ power. 

Waleria said surprisedly, “She has been hiding her strength really well. 
Perhaps she might be able to kill him with her Dobro Eyes.” 

Devin was knocked away after he failed to break Saachi’s protective barrier. 

Saachi stood in the Endlos Void, emitting a terrifying aura. It was her chance 
to attack. 

Countless magical inscriptions flashed through her eyes. They rapidly fused 
and transformed, causing her aura to reach that of a Quasi Chaos Rank. 

‘What the hell?” 

The powerhouses watching the battle were startled. 

Saachi’s aura was now on par with Devin’s, or even more substantial. 

‘The Dobro Eyes are terrifying.” 



“Weren’t they just a legend?” 

James also watched with excitement. He would have spent more time 
studying Dobro inscriptions if he had known Dobro Eyes were so powerful. 
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improving her aura by leaps and bounds. 

Devin was shocked and intimidated by her aura. Before he could respond, 
several inscriptions appeared around him. Immediately afterward, they 
transformed into laser-like lines and formed a net. Then, it began to shrink 
rapidly. 

Devin gripped his long sword and slashed at the net, attempting to break free. 
Unfortunately, he could not break the net despite being at the Quasi Chaos 
Rank. Soon, he was immobilized. He struggled to free himself, but his efforts 
were futile. 

Swoosh! 

At that moment, inscriptions emerged from Saachi’s eyes and gathered to 
form a substantial long sword. 

The long sword burst out and pierced through Devin’s body, causing a 
substantial wound. 

Devin’s face was terrifyingly grim. 

The powerhouses spectating commented on the battle. Many of them were 
shocked by Saachi’s strength. 

“She’s powerful.” 

“She’s only at the Caelum Boundless Rank, but she injured an opponent at 
the Quasi Chaos Rank. Only powerhouses on the Boundless Ranking are 
capable of dealing such 

damage.” 

Devin kept trying to break free from the net’s restraints on the battlefield. 

His aura was terrifyingly potent and caused the space around him to collapse. 
Despite that, he was unable to break free. 



Suddenly, Saachi charged at him and unleashed thousands of Sword 
Energies. 

Devin was struck and sustained countless injuries. He was soaked in blood 
and looked to be in a terrible state. 

“How strange.” Devin began to worry. 

The Dobro Eyes were supposed to be a myth since ancient times. Nobody 
had ever seen their true power, and they had always only existed in ancient 
books. Even so, there was not much recorded about them. 

It was the first time he had experienced the Dobro Eyes’ power, and he could 
not break free. 

Devin felt he was doomed. He would not be able to withstand Saachi’s 
consecutive attacks while trapped within the net. He had no choice but to 
activate an ancient secret art to survive. A few inscriptions emerged from his 
blood, and his aura rose again. 

Boom!!! 

Suddenly, an explosive strength burst out from his body and destroyed the 
net. 

Devin finally freed himself. 

“It’s about time you die, Saachi.” 

His cold voice resounded throughout the Endlos Void. 

The next moment, Devin appeared before Saachi and launched a series of 
powerful attacks. 

A fierce battle broke out in the Endlos Void. Many powerhouses at the Quasi 
Chaos Rank were watching it. 

The life-and-death battle lasted for several months. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4785-Meanwhile, James’ party 
gathered on a spiritual mountain within Aeternuston. After a brief discussion, 
they decided to break into the Aeternus Sect and destroy them. If Wyot stood 
in their way, they would fight. They were certain Wyot would retreat after 
realizing the disparity in strength between their parties. 

However, Saachi could not show her actual appearance during battle. Instead, 
they planned to let her reveal her identity at the end of the battle and 
personally kill Devin to avenge her family. Meanwhile, the rest of the group 
would use their real appearances. 

James’ party arrived outside the Aeternus Sect’s mountain gate. Standing in 
the lead was James, followed by Waleria, Zula, Wynona, and Wynton. 

Saachi stood at the end, her face covered with a veil. As soon as they arrived 
outside the Aeternus Sect, a murderous aura emerged from her body. She 
looked toward the mountain gate, and her body trembled. She had been 
waiting for this day for so long. 

Back then, she forcefully moved an entire universe so her family and loyal 
guards could survive. However, everyone she had saved ended up dead. She 
had already lost hope of taking revenge, yet she was finally back at the 
Aeternus Sect. 

‘Who’s there?” A rumbling voice resounded. 

Hundreds of Aeternus Sect’s disciples walked out of the mountain gate. They 
stopped in front of James’ part, wielding their long swords. 

Before James could speak, Saachi stepped forward and stood opposite the 
hundreds of disciples. 

“I’m the one that will take your lives,” Saachi said coldly. 

She summoned a dazzling longsword and took a step forward. A shadowy 
clone emerged and circled the hundreds of disciples. The next moment, the 
clone merged back into Saachi’s body. 

The group of disciples toppled to the ground in a pool of blood. 

The Aeternus Sect was the most potent force in the Aeternus Sect and was 
acknowledged as the ruler of the Aeternus District. The disciples within the 



sect were exceptionally strong. Yet, they could not withstand even one attack 
from Saachi, a powerhouse at the Caelum Boundless Rank. 

Swoosh! 

Substantial Sword Energy emerged from Saachi’s sword and shot out toward 
the formation that protected the Aeternus Sect. 

Rumble!!! 

The formation fluttered, and a few spiritual mountains began to shake. 
Immediately afterward, a few of the mountains collapsed. 

The massive incident immediately aroused the attention of those within 
Aeternuston. 

‘W-What’s going on?!!” 

‘Who is bold enough to attack the Aeternus Sect’s formation?” 

Everyone within Aeternuston stared at the Aeternus Sect. They released their 
Zen and observed the situation outside the Aeternus Sect’s mountain gate. 
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Sect’s formation immediately attracted a lot of attention. 

The powerhouses within Aeternuston were shocked and wondered who would 
be so bold to attack the Aeternus Sect, the most potent force of the Aeternus 
District. 

“You must have a death wish.” A furious voice came from inside the Aeternus 
Sect. 

Immediately afterward, a spectral figure emitting a terrifying aura rushed out. 

Saachi swiftly unleashed a potent Sword Energy and attacked him. 

The clone that had appeared belonged to an elder of the Aeternus Sect. He 
was a powerhouse at the late stage of the Caelum Acme Rank. With his 
strength, a clone of his stood no chance against Saachi and was shattered 
instantly. 

“Chaos is about to break loose in the Arternus Sect!” 



“Run!!!” 

‘This universe will be destroyed if an intense battle breaks out!” 

After seeing Saachi take action, a few of the powerhouses in Aeternuston 
immediately evacuated and left the universe. After entering the Endlos Void, 
they continued watching the events happening in the Aeternus Universe. 

Meanwhile, the elder that had sent out a clone of his spat out a mouthful of 
blood. 

Wyot and a few of Mount Kapron’s powerhouses gathered on another spiritual 
mountain. 

An elder asked, “Sir Wyot, a group of powerhouses have shown up outside 
the Aeternus Sect and are causing quite a scene. Do we step in?” 

Wyot waved his hand and said, “There’s no rush. Let’s observe for now. Our 
main priority is the Aeternus Mantra. The Aeternus Sect’s survival has nothing 
to do with us.” 

However, Wyot’s expression lit up after he spotted James and Wynton while 
checking on the situation outside the mountain gate. 

“It’s you? I’ve been looking for you for a very long time, James. You’ve finally 
shown up.” 

After a brief moment of excitement, Wyot’s face darkened. 

Wyot had challenged James before but was defeated. He was severely 
injured after the battle and had to enter seclusion to recuperate. By the time 
he had fully recovered, James had already disappeared. 

He searched everywhere within the Chaos District but found no traces of 
James. Back then, he wanted to launch an attack on the Human Universe. 
However, a powerhouse appeared and stopped him. 

Teresa never disclosed to him that James had left for the Endlos’ Nine 
District. Thus, he was not aware of it. 

“Don’t act rashly. Let’s watch what James is trying to do.” Wyot’s grim 
expression relaxed, and a scheming smile appeared on his face. “Let the fun 
begin. I’m going to enjoy this, James.” 



Daffron was slightly surprised. He frowned and said, “James from the Verde 
Academy’s Tempris House? Why would he come to the Aeternus Sect?” 

‘The Verde Academy’s Tempris House?” Wyot was slightly startled. 

Daffron explained, “Yeah. The man outside the mountain gate is James 
Caden, the Head of Tempris. He is accompanied by a powerhouse called 
Waleria. She’s the Theos Sect’s Grand Sect Elder and Tempris House’s 
Elder. She’s at the Quasi Chaos Rank. There’s another woman called Zula. 
She’s also at the Quasi Chaos Rank.” 

After learning about Waleria and Zula’s cultivation ranks, Wyot’s expression 
became solemn. 

“Bastard.” Wyot clenched his fists. 

As Mount Kapron’s Lord, Wyot thought he could toy with James easily. Little 
did he know that James was accompanied by terrifying powerhouses. 

Two powerhouses at the Quasi Chaos Rank would be a difficult problem. 
Even Daffron would not be able to take them on. Unless his teacher, the 
Kapron District’s Leader, took action, capturing James would be incredibly 
tough. 

After a brief thought, Wyot said, “We shouldn’t recklessly get involved. Let’s 
withdraw from the Aeternus Sect. Head to the Endlos Void and observe them 
for now.” 

Following Wyot’s order, the powerhouses evacuated and entered the Endlos 
Void. 

Meanwhile, the Aeternus Sect’s leader, Devin, was cultivating in a forbidden 
area behind their main mountain. After sensing their formation being attacked, 
he was furious. 

“What’s going on? Everyone is coming to target us. Do they think the 
Aeternus Sect is an easy target?” 

Devin and the powerhouses of the Aeternus Sect immediately gathered in 
their main hall. 

“Sir Devin.” 



As soon as Devin entered the main hall, everyone greeted him. 
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forward, clasped his hands, and reported, “A group of powerhouses has 
shown up outside our mountain gate, and one of them has attacked our 
formation.” 

“Hmph.” Devin snorted. 

He immediately disappeared from the main hall and teleported outside the 
mountain gate. Upon arrival, he noticed James’ party and the incredibly 
hostile Saachi. 

The Verde District was relatively far from the Aeternus District. Devin hardly 
paid attention to the outside world’s affairs. Even when the Verde Academy 
invited him to their succession ceremony for their new Head of Tempris, he 
ignored it. Therefore, he was unaware of who James was. 

However, he recognized Waleria from the Theos Sect. He immediately 
frowned upon seeing her. 

“The Theos Sect’s Grand Sect Elder?” Devin clenched his fists and said 
coldly, ‘The Aeternus Sect has no feud with the Theos Sect, so what is the 
meaning of this?” 

Waleria waved her hand and said nonchalantly, “I’m just here to watch, not to 
fight.” 

She could sense Mount Kapron’s powerhouses had left the universe. Waleria 
was not afraid to be contaminated with karma for a friend’s sake. Although 
she wanted to fight, it was a matter for Saachi to resolve herself. Therefore, 
she chose not to interfere. 

Waleria pulled Zula aside and said, “We should leave this matter to James 
and Saachi.” 

After speaking, she cast a glance at Wynton, but he hesitated. 

Waleria reassured him, ‘There’s nothing to worry about. 

James and Saachi are strong enough to wipe out the Aeternus Sect.” 

“Alright.” Wynton nodded. 



Then, they left the scene. Even James’ loyal follower, Wynona, withdrew from 
the battlefield. 

They appeared outside the universe and watched from the Endlos Void. 

James cursed, “What the fuck? That wasn’t the plan we agreed on. How could 
they just leave?” 

Despite his dissatisfaction, James knew he could not back down anymore. 

An elder whispered, “Sir Devin, that’s the current Head of Tempris, James 
Caden.” 

“Isn’t Wael the Head of Tempris? When did this brat become the head?” 
Devin was confused. 

He glared at James and Saachi. 

“Young lady, James. I’ve no grudges with you, so why have you attacked us? 
If you don’t give me a proper explanation, I’m not letting you leave here alive.” 

“Pfft,” Saachi sneered and taunted, “How are you sure you’ll be walking away 
alive?” 

“Who the hell are you?” Devin glared at Saachi. 

Saachi slowly removed the black veil covering her face, then morphed back 
into her actual appearance. 

“Saachi?” Devin was slightly startled after seeing Saachi. He burst out 
laughing, “Haha! I’ve been searching high and low for you. I wasn’t expecting 
you to show up.” He raised his head, looked to the Endlos Void, and shouted, 
“Sir Wyot, the Aeternus Mantra is in her hands.” 

Devin’s voice reached the Endlos Void. 

Wyot was ecstatic at the news. However, Waleria, Zula, Wynton, and Wynona 
suddenly appeared around him. 

Waleria glanced at the eager Wyot and said calmly, “You better not act rashly. 
If you insist, you should consider whether Mount Kapron’s powerhouses can 
defeat two powerhouses at the Quasi Chaos Rank and another two at the 
Caelum Boundless Rank.” 
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secret and was determined to obtain it. However, he was slightly hesitant after 
Waleria had intervened. Even though he brought a few powerhouses from 
Mount Kapron, Daffron was the only one at the Quasi Chaos Rank. 

After a brief hesitation, he decided not to act recklessly. Ultimately, he decided 
to watch from a distance to find out what trump cards were up James’ 
sleeves. 

Devin’s voice resounded throughout the Aeternus Sect and reached the 
Endlos’ Voice. 

However, Wyot showed no intention of taking action. Devin was stunned and 
thought, ‘Is Wyot afraid of the Verde Academy?’ 

Saachi glared at Devin. “My father had treated you with the utmost kindness 
and even made you the deputy district leader, yet your ambitions were not 
satisfied. You attacked my father and destroyed our family. It’s a blood feud 
that will end with your life.” 

Devin sneered, “Without Tempris House, you’re nothing, Saachi. I can kill you 
instantly.” 

Standing aside, James said, “Why waste time talking to him? Let’s just kill him 
and destroy the Aeternus Sect. 

James wanted to take over the Aeternus Sect’s territory and establish a new 
sect. Therefore, he was greatly interested in 

Saachi’s affairs. 

Saachi looked at him and said, “It’s my business, James. I don’t want you to 
get involved. I’ll handle him alone.” 

“You?” James was slightly startled. 

Although Saachi was at the Caelum Boundless Rank, Devin was a 
powerhouse at the Quasi Chaos Rank. Moreover, he had stayed in the Quasi 
Chaos Rank for a long time. Even Wynona’s previous strength would not 
stand a chance against him. 

James was worried that Saachi would not be able to stand against Devin. 



“I can do it,” Saachi said resolutely. 

Regardless of what price she had to pay, she wanted to kill Devin herself. 

Seeing that she was confident, James said, “Alright. Then, I’ll leave him to 
you.” 

Saachi scanned the surroundings and could not bear to see the universe 
destroyed. 

“Let’s take this to the Endlos Void, Devin. If you defeat or kill me, this feud is 
over. The powerhouses of the Tempris House will also let this matter go.” 

Saachi’s voice resounded loudly and contained overwhelming anger. 

James’ brows furrowed slightly. Things were developing differently from their 
plan. He would not have bothered even formulating a plan if he had known 
earlier. 

Devin looked at Saachi. He felt confident after sensing that Saachi was in the 
Caelum Boundless Rank. “Do you think I’m afraid?” 

He immediately accepted the challenge. 

Saachi’s body flickered into the Endlos Void. 

Devin followed closely behind. 

James casually waved his hands, and a terrifying formation enveloped the 
entire Aeternus Sect, trapping all their disciples. Even powerful elders could 
not escape James’ formation. 

He set up the formation so Saachi could wipe them out after dealing with 
Devin. Immediately afterward, he entered the Endlos Void and reunited with 
his other comrades. 

As soon as James appeared, Wyot approached and glared at him furiously. 
His hatred toward James was no weaker than Saachi’s hatred toward Devin. 

“We meet again, Wyot,” James greeted with a smile. 

Even though they were enemies, Wyot felt more familiar to him than the living 
beings from the Endlos’ Nine Districts. 
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“Hand it over.” 

“What are you talking about?” James was confused. 

Wyot said solemnly, “I can sense the Chaos Sword on you. It belongs to the 
Dooms. You’ve no right to possess it.” 

“Haha!” James laughed and said, “You’re hilarious, Wyot. What do you mean 
it belongs to the Dooms? It’s in my possession, so it’s mine. If you want it, 
you’ll have to defeat me in battle.” 

Waleria was slightly stunned by their conversation. She fell into thought, and a 
few bold suspicions appeared in her mind. 

Suddenly, a potent aura erupted in the distant Endlos Void. 

Wyot looked at James thoughtfully but did not continue the topic. He decided 
to wait for the battle to end before settling his grudges with James. Afterward, 
he turned his focus to the battlefield. 

Saachi’s dress fluttered, and her hair danced with the wind. A powerful aura 
emerged from her body, and her demeanor was of a mighty war goddess. 

Devin stood in the distance and looked at Saachi disdainfully. “You’re only at 
the Caelum Boundless Rank, Saachi. Are you so eager to die? If you were to 
have reached the Quasi Chaos Rank, I would be wary of fighting you.” 

His voice resounded throughout the area. 

A sword materialized in his hand, and his aura immediately skyrocketed. 

He appeared in front of Saachi in a flash and slashed his sword at her head. 

A few inscriptions emerged before Saachi’s body and formed a protective 
barrier to block the attack. 

Devin could not destroy the barrier despite being at the Quasi Chaos Rank. 

“Dobro Inscriptions.” 

James immediately caught on. He had also cultivated the Dobro Eyes, but his 
focus was not on improving it. Thus, he was not proficient in it. 



Saachi, on the other hand, had been wholeheartedly studying and enhancing 
her Dobro Eyes. 

James began looking forward to seeing the Dobro Eyes’ power. 

Waleria said surprisedly, “She has been hiding her strength really well. 
Perhaps she might be able to kill him with her Dobro Eyes.” 

Devin was knocked away after he failed to break Saachi’s protective barrier. 

Saachi stood in the Endlos Void, emitting a terrifying aura. It was her chance 
to attack. 

Countless magical inscriptions flashed through her eyes. They rapidly fused 
and transformed, causing her aura to reach that of a Quasi Chaos Rank. 

‘What the hell?” 

The powerhouses watching the battle were startled. 

Saachi’s aura was now on par with Devin’s, or even more substantial. 

‘The Dobro Eyes are terrifying.” 

“Weren’t they just a legend?” 

James also watched with excitement. He would have spent more time 
studying Dobro inscriptions if he had known Dobro Eyes were so powerful. 
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improving her aura by leaps and bounds. 

Devin was shocked and intimidated by her aura. Before he could respond, 
several inscriptions appeared around him. Immediately afterward, they 
transformed into laser-like lines and formed a net. Then, it began to shrink 
rapidly. 

Devin gripped his long sword and slashed at the net, attempting to break free. 
Unfortunately, he could not break the net despite being at the Quasi Chaos 
Rank. Soon, he was immobilized. He struggled to free himself, but his efforts 
were futile. 

Swoosh! 



At that moment, inscriptions emerged from Saachi’s eyes and gathered to 
form a substantial long sword. 

The long sword burst out and pierced through Devin’s body, causing a 
substantial wound. 

Devin’s face was terrifyingly grim. 

The powerhouses spectating commented on the battle. Many of them were 
shocked by Saachi’s strength. 

“She’s powerful.” 

“She’s only at the Caelum Boundless Rank, but she injured an opponent at 
the Quasi Chaos Rank. Only powerhouses on the Boundless Ranking are 
capable of dealing such 

damage.” 

Devin kept trying to break free from the net’s restraints on the battlefield. 

His aura was terrifyingly potent and caused the space around him to collapse. 
Despite that, he was unable to break free. 

Suddenly, Saachi charged at him and unleashed thousands of Sword 
Energies. 

Devin was struck and sustained countless injuries. He was soaked in blood 
and looked to be in a terrible state. 

“How strange.” Devin began to worry. 

The Dobro Eyes were supposed to be a myth since ancient times. Nobody 
had ever seen their true power, and they had always only existed in ancient 
books. Even so, there was not much recorded about them. 

It was the first time he had experienced the Dobro Eyes’ power, and he could 
not break free. 

Devin felt he was doomed. He would not be able to withstand Saachi’s 
consecutive attacks while trapped within the net. He had no choice but to 
activate an ancient secret art to survive. A few inscriptions emerged from his 
blood, and his aura rose again. 



Boom!!! 

Suddenly, an explosive strength burst out from his body and destroyed the 
net. 

Devin finally freed himself. 

“It’s about time you die, Saachi.” 

His cold voice resounded throughout the Endlos Void. 

The next moment, Devin appeared before Saachi and launched a series of 
powerful attacks. 

A fierce battle broke out in the Endlos Void. Many powerhouses at the Quasi 
Chaos Rank were watching it. 

The life-and-death battle lasted for several months. 

 


